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GERMANY’S ROLE IN THE EURO CRISIS
BERLIN’S QUEST FOR A MORE PERFECT MONETARY UNION
Springer This book analyses Germany’s role in the euro crisis. Based on the perception of Berlin as the emerging capital of the European Union, the author investigates three
interrelated issues: Did the German policy approach of imposing austerity programs on countries in the middle of a deep recession contribute to the successful management of the
euro crisis? Does Germany extend its sway over its European partners by forcing them to surrender to the German diktat of ﬁscal Disziplin and economic eﬃciency? Is the stubborn
insistence on rigid ﬁscal adjustment another ominous sign of the Berlin Republic moving away from the country’s traditional European vocation toward an imperial leadership role?
The book’s main argument is that Germany’s role in and responses to the euro crisis can best be explained by diﬀerent concepts of self, historical memory, and institutional
practices.

OUR COMMON FUTURE
THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Penguin UK The founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum on how the impending technological revolution will change our lives We are on the brink of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. And this one will be unlike any other in human history. Characterized by new technologies fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the Fourth
Industrial Revolution will impact all disciplines, economies and industries - and it will do so at an unprecedented rate. World Economic Forum data predicts that by 2025 we will see:
commercial use of nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and a million times thinner than human hair; the ﬁrst transplant of a 3D-printed liver; 10% of all cars on US roads
being driverless; and much more besides. In The Fourth Industrial Revolution, Schwab outlines the key technologies driving this revolution, discusses the major impacts on
governments, businesses, civil society and individuals, and oﬀers bold ideas for what can be done to shape a better future for all.

TRANSATLANTIC FINANCIAL REGULATION
US-EU COOPERATION DURING THE 2008 FINANCIAL CRISIS
Springer Nature This book examines cooperation between the US and the EU on ﬁnancial regulatory reform, notably at the outset and the ﬁrst three years of the global ﬁnancial crisis.
It discusses the development of US-EU cooperation on ﬁnancial regulation over the last few decades at several levels, including at heads of state level, markets regulator level and
at international level, and progresses with a detailed examination of cooperation at the outset of the ﬁnancial crisis. It looks at the nature of and motivation for intense US-EU
cooperation on coordinating a response to the crisis and presents a compelling argument that a defacto alliance was formed, which served to beneﬁt respective US and EU interests
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domestically and in the international ﬁnancial system. Providing a new perspective on ﬁnancial regulatory reform after the last ﬁnancial crisis and the relationship of regulatory
outcomes to international ﬁnancial governance, this volume will be of use to researchers interested in transatlantic relations, ﬁnancial regulation, international relations, global
governance, and the European Union, as well as professionals and policymakers working in foreign relations, ﬁnancial markets, or banking policy.

FOUNDATIONS OF HOMELAND SECURITY
LAW AND POLICY
John Wiley & Sons The Complete Guide to Understanding the Structure of Homeland Security Law New topics featuring leading authors cover topics on Security Threats of Separatism,
Secession and Rightwing Extremism; Aviation Industry’s 'Crew Resource Management' Principles'; and Ethics, Legal, and Social Issues in Homeland Security Legal, and Social Issues
in Homeland Security. In addition, the chapter devoted to the Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership is a description of economic statecraft, what we really gain from the TPP, and what we stand
to lose. The Power of Pop Culture in the Hands of ISIS describes how ISIS communicates and how pop culture is used expertly as a recruiting tool Text organized by subject with the
portions of all the laws related to that particular subject in one chapter, making it easier to reference a speciﬁc statute by topic Allows the reader to recognize that homeland
security involves many specialties and to view homeland security expansively and in the long-term Includes many references as a resource for professionals in various ﬁelds
including: military, government, ﬁrst responders, lawyers, and students Includes an Instructor Manual providing teaching suggestions, discussion questions, true/false questions,
and essay questions along with the answers to all of these

WATER IN A CHANGING WORLD
UNESCO "The United Nations World Water Development Report", published every three years, is a comprehensive review providing an authoritative picture of the state of the world's
freshwater resources. It oﬀers best practices as well as in-depth theoretical analyses to help stimulate ideas and actions for better stewardship in the water sector. It is the only
report of its kind, resulting from the collaboration and contributions of the 26 UN agencies, commissions, program, funds, secretariats and conventions that have a signiﬁcant role in
addressing global water concerns.

THE UNITED NATIONS WORLD WATER DEVELOPMENT REPORT 3
WATER IN A CHANGING WORLD (TWO VOLS.)
Routledge The United Nations World Water Development Report, published every three years, is a comprehensive review providing an authoritative picture of the state of the world's
freshwater resources. It oﬀers best practices as well as in-depth theoretical analyses to help stimulate ideas and actions for better stewardship in the water sector. It is the only
report of its kind, resulting from the collaboration and contributions of the 26 UN agencies, commissions, program, funds, secretariats and conventions that have a signiﬁcant role in
addressing global water concerns. The news media are full of talk of crises - in climate change, energy and food and troubled ﬁnancial markets. These crises are linked to each other
and to water resources management. Unresolved, they may lead to increasing political insecurity and conﬂict. Water is required to meet our fundamental needs and rising living
standards and to sustain our planets fragile ecosystems. Pressures on the resource come from a growing and mobile population, social and cultural change, economic development
and technological change. Adding complexity and risk is climate change, with impacts on the resource as well as on the sources of pressure on water. The challenges, though
substantial, are not insurmountable. The Report shows how some countries have responded. Progress in providing drinking water is heartening, with the Millennium Development
Goal target on track in most regions. But other areas remain unaddressed, and after decades of inaction, the problems in water systems are enormous and will worsen if left
unattended. Leaders in the water sector can inform decisions outside their domain and manage water resources to achieve agreed socioeconomic objectives and environmental
integrity. Leaders in government, the private sector and civil society determine these objectives and allocate human and ﬁnancial resources to meet them. Recognizing this
responsibility, they must act now! Two volume set: 336 + 96 pages (case studies). Includes CD-ROM. Published jointly with UNESCO Publishing.

LEGAL PRINCIPLES FOR COMBATTING CYBERLAUNDERING
Springer This volume deals with the very novel issue of cyber laundering. The book investigates the problem of cyber laundering legally and sets out why it is of a grave legal concern
locally and internationally. The book looks at the current state of laws and how they do not fully come to grips with the problem. As a growing practice in these modern times, and
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manifesting through technological innovations, cyber laundering is the birth child of money laundering and cybercrime. It concerns how the internet is used for 'washing' illicit
proceeds of crime. In addition to exploring the meaning and ambits of the problem with concrete real-life examples, more importantly, a substantial part of the work innovates ways
in which the dilemma can be curbed legally. This volume delves into a very grey area of law, daring a yet unthreaded territory and scouring undiscovered paths where money
laundering, cybercrime, information technology and international law converge. In addition to unearthing such complexity, the hallmark of this book is in the innovative solutions
and dynamic remedies it postulates.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2016
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT FOR EVERYONE
United Nations This report focuses on how human development can be ensured for everyone, now and in future. It starts with an account of the hopes and challenges of today’s world,
envisioning where humanity wants to go. This vision draws from and builds on the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals. It explores who has been left behind in
human development progress and why. It argues that to ensure that human development reaches everyone, some aspects of the human development framework and assessment
perspectives have to be brought to the fore. The Report also identiﬁes the national policies and key strategies to ensure that will enable every human being achieve at least basic
human development and to sustain and protect the gains.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT REPORT 2005
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AT A CROSSROADS : AID, TRADE AND SECURITY IN AN UNEQUAL WORLD
Human Development Report The Human Development Report 2005 examines the scale of the challenge facing the world at the start of the ten year countdown to the 2015 Millennium
Development Goals mark. The Report focuses on three pillars of cooperation, each of which is in urgent need of renovation. The ﬁrst pillar is international aid: the Milllennium
Development Goals (MDGs) project has been compromised by chronic and sustained under-ﬁnancing, allied to problems in aid quality. The second pillar is international trade. Under
the right conditions, trade can act as a powerful catalyst for human development. The 'development round' of World Trade Organization talks, launched in 2001, provided northern
governments with an opportunity to create those conditions. The third pillar is that of security: violent conﬂict is a source of systematic human rights violation and a barrier to
progress towards the MDGs that must be overcome.

THE ROLE OF MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES IN SUPPORTING THE UNITED NATIONS' SDGS
Edward Elgar Publishing The Role of Multinational Enterprises in Supporting the United Nations’ SDGs is an exploration of the place of the private sector in implementing select
Sustainable Development Goals. Beyond the abundant literature published by the United Nations and journal articles, there are few book-length treatments of the unique role that
multinationals play as facilitators of goal implementation and agents of change. This volume aims to stimulate debate and research on MNEs’ best practices, ﬂeshing out many of
the seventeen goals through the lens of corporate strategic choices.

TEACHING MATERIALS AND THE ROLES OF EFL/ESL TEACHERS
PRACTICE AND THEORY
A&C Black Considers what eﬀect the availability of teaching materials has had on teachers' practice.

REPORT OF THE MID STAFFORDSHIRE NHS FOUNDATION TRUST PUBLIC INQUIRY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Stationery Oﬃce This public inquiry report into serious failings in healthcare that took place at the Mid Staﬀordshire NHS Foundation Trust builds on the ﬁrst independent report
published in February 2010 (ISBN 9780102964394). It further examines the suﬀering of patients caused by failures by the Trust: there was a failure to listen to its patients and staﬀ
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or ensure correction of deﬁciencies. There was also a failure to tackle the insidious negative culture involving poor standards and a disengagement from managerial and leadership
responsibilities. These failures are in part a consequence of allowing a focus on reaching national access targets, achieving ﬁnancial balance and seeking foundation trust status at
the cost of delivering acceptable care standards. Further, the checks and balances that operate within the NHS system should have prevented the serious systemic failure that
developed at Mid Staﬀs. The system failed in its primary duty to protect patients and maintain conﬁdence in the healthcare system. This report identiﬁes numerous warning signs
that could and should have alerted the system to problems developing at the Trust. It also sets out 290 recommendations grouped around: (i) putting the patient ﬁrst; (ii)
developing a set of fundamental standards, easily understood and accepted by patients; (iii) providing professionally endorsed and evidence-based means of compliance of
standards that are understood and adopted by staﬀ; (iv) ensuring openness, transparency and candour throughout system; (v) policing of these standards by the healthcare
regulator; (vi) making all those who provide care for patients , properly accountable; (vii) enhancing recruitment, education, training and support of all key contributors to the
provision of healthcare; (viii) developing and sharing ever improving means of measuring and understanding the performance of individual professionals, teams, units and provider
organisations for the patients, the public, and other stakeholders.

A GOOD LIFE ON A FINITE EARTH
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GREEN GROWTH
Oxford University Press The potential conﬂict among economic and ecological goals has formed the central fault line of environmental politics in the United States and most other
countries since the 1970s. The accepted view is that eﬀorts to protect the environment will detract from economic growth, jobs, and globalcompetitiveness. Conversely, much
advocacy on behalf of the environment focuses on the need to control growth and avoid its more damaging eﬀects. This oﬀers a stark choice between prosperity and growth, on the
one hand, and ecological degradation on the other. Stopping or reversing growth in mostcountries is unrealistic, economically risky, politically diﬃcult, and is likely to harm the very
groups that should be protected. At the same time, a strategy of unguided "growth above all" would cause ecological catastrophe.Over the last decade, the concept of green growth
- the idea that the right mix of policies, investments, and technologies will lead to beneﬁcial growth within ecological limits - has become central to global and national debates and
policy due to the ﬁnancial crisis and climate change. As DanielJ. Fiorino argues, in order for green growth to occur, ecological goals must be incorporated into the structure of the
economic and political systems. In this book, he looks at green growth, a vast topic that has heretofore not been systematically covered in the literature on environmental policyand
politics. Fiorino looks at its role in global, national, and local policy making; its relationship to sustainable development; controversies surrounding it (both from the left and right);
its potential role in ameliorating inequality; and the policy strategies that are linked with it. The bookalso examines the political feasibility of green growth as a policy framework.
While he focuses on the United States, Fiorino will draw comparisons to green growth policy in other countries, including Germany, China, and Brazil.

THE BRICS AND THE FUTURE OF GLOBAL ORDER
The transformation of the BRIC acronym from an investment term into a household name of international politics and into a semi-institutionalized political outﬁt (called BRICS, with
a capital 'S'), is one of the deﬁning developments in international politics in the past decades. While the concept is now commonly used in the general public debate and
international media, there has not yet been a comprehensive and scholarly analysis of the history of the BRICS term. The BRICS and the Future of Global Order, Second Edition oﬀers
a deﬁnitive reference history of the BRICS as a term and as an institution--a chronological narrative and analytical account of the BRICS concept from its inception in 2001 to the
political grouping it is today. In addition, it analyzes what the rise of powers like Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa means for the future of global order. Will the BRICS
countries seek to establish a parallel system with its own distinctive set of rules, institutions, and currencies of power, rejecting key tenets of liberal internationalism, are will they
seek to embrace the rules and norms that deﬁne today's Western-led order?

THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
THEMES AND ISSUES IN A GLOBALIZING WORLD
Oxford University Press Written by an eminent author team whose expertise spans the full breadth of the subject, The Business Environment provides comprehensive coverage and
sound academic insight into this dynamic subject. The unique "themes and issues" approach the book has become known for provides students with aconsistent and holistic
framework for analysing businesses and the business environment, as well as a reliable method to organize their thinking. The core business environments and their
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interrelationships are explored using the established STEEPLE framework in Part One. Part Two then looks beyond these topics and invites students to analyse a range of
contemporary issues such as the ﬁnancial crisis and austerity, globalization, corporatepower, equal opportunity, and entrepreneurship. A host of examples, "Mini-Cases", and endof-chapter case studies illustrate key topics in real-life, international, and wide-ranging business settings. Unilever's corporate responsibility policy, Samsung and South Korean
economic development, and Starbucks on sustainability, are just some of thetopical cases. "Stop and Think" boxes and end-of-chapter review and discussion questions develop
students' critical thinking skills, while further reading and useful websites provide the starting point for further research and exploration.The Business Environment is supported by
a wealth of online resources, featuring:For students: * Multiple-choice questions* Author podcastsFor registered adopters:* Figures and tables from the text* Lecturer's guide to
each chapter* PowerPoint slides* Answers to review and discussion questions* Test bank

A GUIDE TO SUSTAINABLE CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
FROM THEORY TO ACTION
Springer Nature

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Oxford University Press This text provides students with an introduction to international human resource management. The authors assume no background knowledge of HRM and
blend academic theories with numerous practical examples. Case studies from a wide range of geographical regions and cultures are employed, East as well as West.

THE UNMADE BED
THE MESSY TRUTH ABOUT MEN AND WOMEN IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Simon and Schuster “Satisfying food for thought on the ever-changing dynamics of men and women as they interact and go about their individual lives” (Kirkus Reviews) as cultural
commentator Stephen Marche examines contemporary male-female relations—with the help of his wife, writer and editor Sarah Fulford. One morning in New York City, Stephen
Marche, then a new father and tenure-track professor, got the call: his wife had been oﬀered her dream job…in Canada. Their decision to prioritize her career over his and move to
Toronto sheds new light on the gender roles in their marriage (and in the world around them). As Marche provocatively argues, we are no longer engaged in a war of the sexes, but
rather stuck together in a labyrinth of contradictions. And that these contradictions are keeping women from power and confounding male identity. The Unmade Bed is a deeply
researched, deeply personal exploration into the moments in everyday life where women and men meet. After all, within oﬃces and homes, on the street, online, and in bed, we
constantly ask ourselves: What are we expected to sacriﬁce? Is it possible to be equal? As he attempts to answer these questions, Marche explores the issues that deﬁne our
modern conversations on gender, from mansplaining and sexual morality to parenthood and divisions of the domestic sphere. In the process, he discovers that true power remains
shockingly elusive for women while the idea of masculinity struggles in a state of uncertainty. The only way out of these mutual struggles is together. With footnote commentary
throughout the book from Marche’s wife, The Unmade Bed is a “compelling” (The Globe and Mail, Toronto), uniquely balanced, and honest approach to the revolution going on in our
everyday lives—a thought-provoking work of social science that is sure to be a conversation starter.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN DEVELOPING NATIONS
IGI Global Severe economic depression and the diﬃculty to acquire employment with adequate income have signiﬁcant impact on a nation’s social welfare. The need to provide ample
educational opportunities is more imperative than ever, particularly in emerging economies. Technical Education and Vocational Training in Developing Nations is a comprehensive
reference source for the latest literature on optimizing the implementation of curriculum development and instructional design strategies for technical and vocational education.
Featuring innovative coverage across a range of relevant topics, such as curriculum deﬁciency, teacher competencies, and accessible learning, this book is ideally designed for
policy makers, academicians, researchers, advanced-level students, technology developers, and educators interested in the improvement of professional learning programs.
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SOUTHERN INNOVATOR MAGAZINE FROM 2011 TO 2012
A COMPILATION OF DOCUMENTS FROM THE MAGAZINE'S EARLY YEARS
DSConsulting Launched in May 2011, the new global magazine Southern Innovator is about the people across the global South shaping our new world, eradicating poverty and
working towards the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). They are the innovators. Issue 1 covered the theme of mobile phones and information technology.
Issue 2 covered the theme of youth and entrepreneurship. Issue 3 covered the theme of agribusiness and food security. Issue 4 covered the theme of cities and urbanization. Issue 5
covers the theme of waste and recycling. Follow the magazine on Twitter @SouthSouth1. If you would like hard copies of the magazine for distribution, then please contact the
United Nations Oﬃce for South-South Cooperation in New York, USA (www.southerninnovator.org). Learn about the Global South-South Development Expo here:
www.southsouthexpo.org. Also contact us about opportunities to sponsor the magazine here: southerninnovator@yahoo.co.uk. Sponsors help us to print and distribute more copies.

HANDBOOK OF EMERGING ECONOMIES
Routledge A major new volume in the Routledge International Handbooks series analysing emerging and newly emerged economies, including the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa) and other likely (Turkey, Indonesia, Mexico, and South Korea) as well as possible (Vietnam, The Philippines, Nigeria, Pakistan, Egypt, Colombia and
Argentina) candidates for emerging economy status. Chapters on theories surrounding emerging markets (including the Beijing/Washington Consensus debate) oﬀer an overview of
current issues in development economics, in addition to providing an integrated framework for the country case studies. Written by experts, this handbook will be invaluable to
academics and students of economics and emerging economies, as well as to business people and researchers seeking information on economic development and the accelerating
pace of globalization.

DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES, SOUTH-SOUTH SOLUTIONS: NOVEMBER 2011 ISSUE
DSConsulting

UNLOCKING MARKETS FOR WOMEN TO TRADE
United Nations This publication provides insights to decision makers on women's participation in trade and the challenges they face. It outlines where the barriers are, provides data
from importers and exports in 20 developing countries, shares models of good public and private sector initiatives, and provides recommendations for policymakers to engage
women entrepreneurs more fully in the global economy. The report also provides an overview of initiatives undertaken by trade and investment support institutions, governments
and multinationals that aim at facilitating the integration of women-owned businesses in international markets and international value chains. It reveals that multiple actors are
taking action in favour of women-owned enterprises' integration in global markets. Some actors rather try to address underlying gender biases while other actors focus on
addressing road blocks to integration. The report also highlights that diﬀerent tools are being used to intervene. This publication will be of interest to policymakers, public and
private sector actors, researchers and all stakeholders interested in women's economic empowerment.

SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS (SDRS)
THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL MONEY
Oxford University Press Following the Rio Agreement in 1967, the birth of the Special Drawing Right (SDR) was widely heralded as the ﬁrst step towards a world international money.
The SDR's intended purpose, though, was more modest: to help salvage the prevailing international monetary system which had evolved since Bretton Woods. This volume examines
the relatively recent and important history of SDRs - what they are, where they came from, and why they are signiﬁcant. It considers the changing roles and inﬂuences of the US and
the IMF as post-Bretton Woods monetary arrangements established themselves. Despite their retreat from early acclaim, work continued, particularly at the Fund, on enhancing the
potential of SDRs to contribute to international monetary stability and SDRs have recently re-emerged as a potential source of support and stability for the international monetary
system underpinning the world economy. The SDR, and the debate surrounding it, is an excellent prism through which to examine other important themes in contemporary
international political economy, including international liquidity provision and international monetary reform. Ultimately, the policies of the US, the Fund, and the changing nature of
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the relationship between them emerge as fundamental themes for an understanding of prospects for SDRs under post-Bretton Woods international monetary arrangements. Today,
the promise and disappointment that has characterized the short history of SDRs is more important than ever as the world again examines these arrangements in the wake of the
international ﬁnancial crisis.

RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON UNILATERAL AND EXTRATERRITORIAL SANCTIONS
Edward Elgar Publishing Providing a unique analytical framework to capture a diverse, fragmented and highly evolving practice, the Research Handbook on Unilateral and
Extraterritorial Sanctions is the key original reference work covering how sanctions have indisputably become central instruments of foreign policy. This discerning Research
Handbook combines a series of case studies and cross-cutting analyses. It reﬂects the levers and evolution of international law and practice in the ﬁeld, as well as covering
important topics over multiple disciplines, particularly in international law and international relations. Featuring diverse contributions from a selection of esteemed scholars, the
Research Handbook’s chapters provide an unprecedented analysis of the evolution of diplomatic, legal and business practices and tackle topical legal issues arising from unilateral
and extraterritorial sanctions. Oﬀering a unique panorama of contemporary practice, this 360-degree study will be of interest to legal academics and their students as well as
practitioners in both the public and private sectors.

THE FABRIC OF PEACE IN AFRICA
LOOKING BEYOND THE STATE
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP Africa has experienced dozens of conﬂicts over a variety of issues during the past two decades. Responding to these conﬂicts requires concerted action to
manage the crises – the violence, the political discord, and the humanitarian consequences of prolonged ﬁghting. It is also necessary to address the long-term social and economic
impacts of conﬂict, to rebuild communities, societies and states that have been torn apart. To accomplish this requires the involvement of institutions and groups rarely considered
in formal oﬃcial African conﬂict management activities: schools, universities, religious institutions, media, commercial enterprises, legal institutions, civil society groups, youth,
women and migrants. These groups and organizations have an important role to play in building a sense of identity, fairness, shared norms and cohesion between state and society
– all critical components of the fabric of peace and security in Africa. This volume brings together leading experts from Africa, Europe and North America to examine these critical
social institutions and groups, and consider how they can either improve or impede peaceful conﬂict resolution. The overarching questions that are explored by the authors are:
What constitutes social cohesion and resilience in the face of conﬂict? What are the threats to cohesion and resilience? And how can the positive elements be fostered and by whom?
The second of two volumes on African conﬂict management capacity by the editors, The Fabric of Peace in Africa: Looking beyond the State opens new doors of understanding for
students, scholars and practitioners focused on strengthening peace in Africa; the ﬁrst volume, Minding the Gap: African Conﬂict Management in a Time of change, focused on the
role of mediation and peacekeeping in managing violence and political crises.

THE G20 MACROECONOMIC AGENDA
INDIA AND THE EMERGING ECONOMIES
Cambridge University Press As the premier forum for global economic governance, G20 was successful in warding oﬀ the global economic crisis of 2008–09 and preventing it from
becoming a full-blown depression. This book assesses the progress of the G20 with a focus on India. It discusses the role India has played in the success of the G20 process and,
more importantly, delineates the possible barriers to India's enhanced involvement in the G20, and in global governance in general. As the global economy remains mired in
uncertainties - stemming from the Euro crisis, lacklustre economic performance in the United States, and slowing of major emerging economies - this volume ﬁlls the need for a
collection of analytical research papers from the perspective of emerging economies, and takes stock of the performance of the G20 thus far. It also points towards the unresolved
issues and the future course of action in global ﬁnancial and macroeconomic stance.

CITIZENS AND THE STATE IN AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES
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COMPARING RUSSIA AND CHINA
Oxford University Press, USA "This volume compares the most powerful authoritarian states in global politics today: Russia and China. For all their power and money, both regimes have
faced diﬃcult tradeoﬀs in seeking both political stability and reliable information about society while confronting the West and its international inﬂuence. They have also made
diﬀerent choices: Russia today is a competitive authoritarian regime, while China is a non-competitive authoritarian regime. Desite the diﬀerent paths taken after the tumultuous
events of 1989, both regimes have returned to a more personalized form of authoritarian rule. By placing China and Russia side-by-side, this volume examines regime-society
relations and produces new insights, including what strategies their rulers have used to stay in power while forging political stability and gathering information; how societal groups
have resisted, complied, or responded to these strategies; and what costs and beneﬁts, anticipated and unexpected, have accompanied the bargains political leaders and their
societies have struck. The essays in this volume change the way we understand authoritarian politics and expand the terrain of how we analyze regime-society relations in
authoritarian states. On the societal side, this book looks not just at society as a whole, but also the more speciﬁc roles of public opinion, labor politics, political socialization,
political protests, media politics, environmental movements, and non-governmental organizations. On the regime side, this study is distinctive in examining not just domestic
threats and the general strategies rulers deploy in order to manage them, but also international threats and the rationale behind and impact of new laws and new policies, both
domestic and international"--

GLOBALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC AND SOCIO-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES FROM EMERGING MARKETS
Springer This book presents economic and socio-cultural perspectives on globalization from emerging markets. It explores the links between globalization and development, and
reveals the dynamics, strengths and weaknesses, trends in and implications of globalization in emerging market economies. Gathering papers by leading experts in the ﬁeld, it
shares essential insights into the history and status quo of globalization processes and structures; identiﬁes the opportunities provided by and risks posed by globalization; and
sheds light on the way to global peace. The topics addressed range from globalization development within the Group of Twenty (G20), populist events such as “Brexit” as a form of
historical irony, and a zeitgeist analysis of the globalization spirit; to the evolution of higher education and public administrative systems under the weight of globalization; not to
mention emerging topics such as the informal economy and new rules for ﬂeecing the South in the newly globalized trade system.

PREPARING FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF A NORTH KOREAN COLLAPSE
Rand Corporation A North Korean government collapse would have serious consequences, including a humanitarian disaster and civil war. The Republic of Korea and the United States
can help mitigate the consequences, seeking uniﬁcation by being prepared to deliver humanitarian aid in the North, stop conﬂict, demilitarize the North Korean military over time,
secure and eliminate North Korean weapons of mass destruction, and manage Chinese intervention.

AFGHANISTAN FROM THE COLD WAR THROUGH THE WAR ON TERROR
Oxford University Press One of our foremost authorities on modern Afghanistan, Barnett R. Rubin has dedicated much of his career to the study of this remote mountain country. He
served as a special advisor to the late Ambassador Richard Holbrooke during his ﬁnal mission to the region and still serves the Obama administration under Holbrooke's successor,
Ambassador Marc Grossman. Now Rubin distills his unmatched knowledge of Afghanistan in this invaluable book. He shows how the Taliban arose in resistance to warlords some of
whom who were raping and plundering with impunity in the vacuum of authority left by the collapse of the Afghan state after the Soviet withdrawal. The Taliban built on a centuriesold tradition of local leadership by students and teachers at independent, rural madrasas--networks that had been marginalized by the state-building royal regime that was itself
destroyed by the Soviets and radicalized by the resistance to the invasion. He examines the arrival of Arab Islamists, the missed opportunities after the American-led intervention,
the role of Pakistan, and the challenges of reconstruction. Rubin provides ﬁrst-hand accounts of the bargaining at both the Bonn Talks of 2001 and the Afghan Constitutional Loya
Jirga of 2003-2004, in both of which he participated as a UN advisor. Throughout, he discusses the signiﬁcance of ethnic rivalries, the drug trade, human rights, state-building, US
strategic choices, and international organizations, analyzing the missteps in these areas taken by the international community since 2001. The book covers events till the start of
the Obama administration, and the ﬁnal chapters provide an inside look at some of the thinking that is shaping today's policy debates inside the administration. Authoritative,
nuanced, and sweeping in scope, Afghanistan in the Post-Cold War Era provides deep insight into the greatest foreign policy challenge facing America today.
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THE TRANSATLANTIC COLOSSUS
GLOBAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO BROADEN THE DEBATE ON THE EU-US FREE TRADE AGREEMENT
Internet & Gesellschaft Collaboratory Now available online: The Transatlantic Colossus: Global Contributions to Broaden the Debate on the EU-US Free Trade Agreement (2014), a
publication from the Berlin Forum on Global Politics (BFoGP) in collaboration with the Internet & Society Collaboratory and FutureChallenges.org of the Bertelsmann Stiftung. The
free trade agreement (TAFTA | TTIP) currently being negotiated between the United States and the European Union has the potential to signiﬁcantly impact the lives of people on
both sides of the Atlantic and across the world. Because it is crucial to broaden the debate on this topic of global importance, the Berlin Forum on Global Politics decided to send out
an international call for papers in order to collect a strong plurality of views on TAFTA | TTIP as part of the Collaboratory's Initiative on "Globalization and the Internet". The result is
an open knowledge publication, freely accessible under its Creative Commons (BY) license, which includes 22 articles written by a multitude of well-informed global stakeholders,
members of civil society, academia, think tanks, consumer and activist groups, and business organizations.

INTERGENERATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Vernon Press Intergenerational responsibility is multi-faceted.This edited volume reﬂects intergenerational aspects in light of spatial, age and racial segregation, global warming, and
the aging Western world population. Intergenerational global governance is addressed in the era of globalization and migration. The intergenerational glue, intergenerational crises
resilience strategies and intergenerational responses to external shocks serve as innovative global responsibility implementation guidelines in the international arena. Fostering
intergenerational harmony through intergenerational income mobility and intergenerational opportunities, environmental protection and sustainable development aids alleviate the
most pressing contemporary challenges of humankind. Overall, this interdisciplinary and applied contribution to the scholarship on intergenerational responsibility supports the
leadership and management of global governance agency in the private and public sectors.

SOCIAL INNOVATION, INC.
5 STRATEGIES FOR DRIVING BUSINESS GROWTH THROUGH SOCIAL CHANGE
John Wiley & Sons Could Wal-Mart oﬀer a better solution to healthcare than Medicaid? Could GE help reduce global warming faster than the Kyoto protocol? Social Innovation, Inc.
declares a new era where companies proﬁt from social change. Leading corporations like GE, Wellpoint, Travelers and Wal-Mart are transforming social responsibility into social
innovation and revolutionizing the way we think about the role of business in society. Based on four years of measuring the social strategies of America's leading corporations, Jason
Saul lays out the ﬁve strategies for social innovation and oﬀers a practical roadmap for how to get started. Explains the fundamental shift in the role of business in society, from
social contract to social capital market Identiﬁes the 5 social innovation strategies: submarket products and services, social points of entry, pipeline talent, reverse lobbying, and
emotive customer bonding Oﬀers step-by-step guidance for creating economic value through positive social change Social Innovation, Inc. is about making social change work for
the business, and in turn staying relevant in the new economy.

ROLE OF IT- ITES IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF ASIA
ISSUES OF GROWTH, SUSTAINABILITY AND GOVERNANCE
Springer Nature This book focuses on the contribution of Information Technology (IT) and Information Technology Enabled Services (ITES) in shaping the current and future global
economic scenario, with a special focus on Asia, and taking into account the three broad macroeconomic dimensions — growth, sustainability and governance mechanisms. The last
two decades have witnessed a structural shift in the world economy due to the tremendous growth in gross domestic product share for the service sector; in fact, service has
emerged as the dominant sector and the main driver of GDP growth. This is mainly attributable to the spectacular success of the IT sector in the new knowledge economy.
Tradability, technology and transportability – the three T’s – govern productivity growth in today’s services. Growing Asian economies such as India, China and Vietnam, using their
demographic advantages, have been reaping the beneﬁts of this boom. The book’s content focuses on recent debates and discussions concerning the issue of long-term
sustainability and governance, especially in India, as these companies are facing continuous challenges in terms of international competition, salary inﬂation, health hazards,
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scarcity of talent, employee attrition, security concerns, global slowdown and many other technology-related issues. The book further highlights how the increased application of ITbased products and services is resulting in harsh inequalities concerning income distribution in many developing countries of Asia, mainly because of its labor shedding nature, and
hence might be detrimental to sustainable development, if suitable policy measures are not implemented to counter these eﬀects. The book provides a wealth of information for
researchers, graduate students and political scientists alike, as well as thought-provoking insights for social scientists, policymakers and government oﬃcials. It also oﬀers a
valuable source of data for business and management professionals, and for members of Chambers of Commerce and Industry.

SUSTAINABLE ELECTRICITY II
A CONVERSATION ON TRADEOFFS
Springer Realities of power company choices, regulatory boundaries, and stakeholder approvals. Expectations of the responsible investor, environmental advocate, and Silicon Valley
companies including Google, Facebook, and Stanford University. Surprising stories show how creativity, innovation, and planning can resolve some of the toughest choices facing
electric power companies today, although not in all cases. Building on the ﬁrst volume, Sustainable Electricity: Case Studies from Electric Power Companies in North America (Fox,
2016. Springer), this book dives headﬁrst into the economic, environmental, and social tradeoﬀs power companies face as they strive to be sustainable. With more than 40
contributing experts, chapters include ﬁrst-hand power company stories, case studies of leading Silicon Valley organizations; socially responsible investor contemplations;
environmental advocacy arguments; and regulatory realities. The book provides a window into the choices companies make, the tradeoﬀs stakeholders accept, and the bottom line
that comes with producing sustainable electricity. It will be an important resource that will accelerate collective thoughts on what ‘sustainable electricity’ means and what needs to
be considered when the “everyone wins” outcome is elusive. “People have been able to ﬁsh, hike, camp and boat on a beautiful AEP property that supports recreational activities
for many years. Now AEP has to generate income from this property. Do we build roads and drill to extract the natural gas? Do we sell the timber and keep the property? Do we sell
the whole thing? What about the ﬁsh, deer and other wildlife? Tradeoﬀs will be made, and not everyone will like them.” Tim W. Lohner, Ph.D., Environmental Specialist, American
Electric Power. (Chapter 3) “Companies are demanding access to clean energy and investors are pressing companies to source 100% renewable. It is essential that utilities develop a
comprehensive strategy to reduce climate impact, and clearly articulate the plan and their progress. Customers and investors want to see this progress, and utilities need to
develop the right model for their particular business.” John Streur, CEO, Calvert Research & Management (Chapter 4) “At Chevron, we are continually examining the tradeoﬀs as we
work to improve our energy eﬃciency and reduce our environmental footprint. The complexity of our global, shared challenge to electrify the world without undue compromise to
the integrity of our planet is one that will require global action. The experiences and perspectives detailed in this book are important to understand as we collectively work towards
a sustainable energy future. The one billion plus are counting on us.” Kirsten S. Thorne, Global Issues and Public Policy Manager, Chevron (Forward)

HANDBOOK ON THE POLITICS OF REGULATION
Edward Elgar Publishing 'Political science has leap-frogged law, economics, and sociology to become the dominant discipline contributing to regulatory studies. David Levi-Faur's
volume taps the rich veins of regulatory scholarship that have made this the case. It brings together the talented new network of politics scholars intrigued by the importance of the
changing nature of state and non-state regulation. Their fresh insights complement important new work by established stars of the ﬁeld. Deﬁnitely a book to have on your shelf
when in search of exciting theoretical approaches to politics.' – John Braithwaite, Australian National University '"Regulation", in its manifold forms, is the central process of
contemporary governance, as it seeks to blend the dynamism of market economies with responsiveness to political and normative demands for health, safety, environmental
protection, and fairness. Understanding regulation's varieties, vulnerabilities, and virtues has become a signiﬁcant focus of academic research and theory. This volume provides an
extraordinary survey of research in that ﬁeld – a survey remarkable in its comprehensiveness, outstanding in the quality of the contributions by leading regulatory scholars from
diﬀerent nations and academic disciplines.' – Robert A. Kagan, University of California, Berkeley, US 'An authoritative collection by a range of contributors with outstanding
reputations in the ﬁeld.' – Michael Moran, WJM Mackenzie Professor of Government 'This is an extraordinarily useful one-stop-shop for a wide range of traditions and approaches to
the political aspects of regulation. David Levi-Faur has assembled a ﬁne collection that by reporting on the state of the art also shows the way ahead for a discipline that has to
capture and explain dramatic changes in real-world regulatory philosophies and policies.' – Claudio Radaelli, University of Exeter, UK 'This is an unusually impressive edited volume.
Its contributors include the leading academic experts on government regulation from around the world. Its several clearly-written and informative essays address the most
important topics, issues, and debates that have engaged students of regulatory politics. I strongly recommend this volume to anyone interested in understanding the breadth and
depth of contemporary scholarship on the political dimensions of regulation.' – David Vogel, University of California, Berkeley, US This unique Handbook oﬀers the most up-to-date
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and comprehensive, state-of-the-art reviews of the politics of regulation. It presents and discusses the core theories and concepts of regulation in response to the rise of the
regulatory state and regulatory capitalism, and in the context of the 'golden age of regulation'. Its ten sections include forty-nine chapters covering issues as diverse and varied as:
theories of regulation; historical perspectives on regulation; regulation of old and new media; risk regulation, enforcement and compliance; better regulation; civil regulation;
European regulatory governance; and global regulation. As a whole, it provides an essential point of reference for all those working on the political, social, and economic aspects of
regulation. This comprehensive resource will be of immense value to scholars and policymakers in numerous ﬁelds and disciplines including political science, public policy and
administration, international relations, regulation, international law, business and politics, European studies, regional studies, and development studies.

THE IMPACT OF BIG BUSINESS
Black Rabbit Books Debates various topics involving big business, including "Are oil companies too powerful?," "Should pharmaceutical patents still apply in developing countries?",
and "Should big business be allowed into schools?"

ANALYTICAL GAINS OF GEOPOLITICAL ECONOMY
Emerald Group Publishing This book paves the way, advancing Geopolitical Economy as a new approach to the study of international relations and international political economy.
Following on from the theoretical limitations exposed in Part I, in this volume the analytical limitations are explored.
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